Phase retrieval with physics informed zero-shot learning
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Abstract

Phase can be reliably estimated from a single diffracted intensity image, if a faithful prior information about the object is available. Examples include amplitude bounds, object support, sparsity in the spatial or a transform domain, deep image prior and the prior learnt from the labelled datasets by a deep neural network. Deep learning facilitates state of art reconstruction quality but requires a large labelled dataset (ground truth-measurement pair acquired in the same experimental conditions) for training. To alleviate this data requirement problem, this letter proposes a zero-shot learning method. The letter demonstrates that the object-prior learnt by a deep neural network while being trained for a denoising task can also be utilized for the phase retrieval, if the diffraction physics is effectively enforced on the network output. The letter additionally demonstrates that the incorporation of total variation in the proposed zero-shot framework facilitates the reconstruction of similar quality in lesser time (e.g. ~8.5 fold, for a test reported in this letter).
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Phase retrieval from a single diffracted intensity image is an ill-posed inverse problem which can be solved using an iterative algorithm or a pre-trained deep neural network, in coherent or partially coherent illuminations [1, 2]. It enables imaging of transparent or nearly-transparent samples, commonly referred as weakly scattering samples, which otherwise do not produce sufficient contrast in the intensity images. Phase imaging is of utter importance in the live-cell monitoring and histopathological microscopy of unstained tissue samples.

As any other ill-posed inverse problem, the choice of object-prior plays an integral role in determining the quality of solution obtained in a phase retrieval problem. In the earlier iterative methods like the Gerchberg-Saxton’s method [3] and the Fienup’s method [1], the amplitude constraints [4] or the object supports (the presence of features only in parts of the field of view) [5] were chosen as the priors. Sparsity in the total-variation (TV) domain, or in a wavelet domain or in a domain learnt from data (dictionary learning) were established as excellent hand-crafted object-priors in the image restoration problems like degradation and denoising [6, 7]. Katkovnik et al, 2011 used sparse modelling of both the amplitude and the phase for complex object estimation [8]. Some other hand-crafted priors were used by Jolivet et al, 2018 in their optimization based reconstruction framework, for in-line holography [9]. They included bounds on the transmittance values, maximum and minimum phase and spatial smoothness.

Rivenson et al, 2018 reported phase imaging in holography through end-to-end learning with a deep convolutional neural network (deep CNN) [2, 10, 11]. This network was trained with ground truth images obtained by multi-height phase recovery method [12, 13] (8 multi-height holograms per image were used). Wang et al, 2019 reported another deep network for the same task but they trained their network with ground truth phase images reconstructed by the convolution method [14]. In 2018, Ulyanov et al reported the use of untrained deep CNN as a handcrafted prior and called it “deep image prior” (DIP) [15]. They demonstrated that the natural structure of the deep CNN promotes the natural signal and avoids the noise. While training, it inherently poses a higher impedance to the values of network parameters which will output the noise than the natural images. They demonstrated that network will represent noise only if it is extensively trained to do so. In 2020, Wang et al demonstrated that the deep image prior can also be used for reconstructing the phase images [16]. They demonstrated that a deep CNN similarly poses a higher impedance to the values of network parameters which will output the artifacts associated with the missing phase information.

End-to-end learning frameworks have the burden of learning both the physics i.e. the light transport and measurement model as well as the prior. Alternatively, Physics informed (or physics aware) learning frameworks integrate the partially or fully available physical or mathematical models with the data-driven regression methods [17, 18]. The additional knowledge from the former models can act as a regularizer to constrain the space of admissible solutions to a smaller and manageable size [19]. The motivation is to improve the generalization [20], reduce the big data requirement or training time and achieve a better accuracy [18, 19]. In 1992, Psichogios et al, proposed a hybrid neural network where a neural network estimates the unknown parameters of interest, which are fed to a model predefined using the known physical considerations [21]. Raissi et
al, 2019 similarly applied a neural network and their mathematical model in series, specifically in this order to constraint the final output in a smaller admissible solution space [19]. Chan et al, 2021 used this principle in coherent diffractive imaging. They used their physics-aware optimization procedure as a refinement step on the deep network’s output. They trained their network on simulated data, obtained using a physics-informed data preparation pipeline to serve as a representative of experimental data [22].

Unlike the previous physics informed machine learning methods, this letter combines the knowledge of physical model and deep learning in a recurrent manner. The letter uses a deep neural network originally trained for the removal of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to retrieve the phase information from a diffracted intensity recording, without any fine-tuning of network parameters. This transfer of knowledge has been achieved here by enforcing the additional knowledge of diffraction physics in a recurrent manner. The letter first presents a method labelled Phy-ZSN (short for physics informed zero-shot network), which combines the classical error-reduction algorithm and deep learning for obtaining more accurate phase estimations. The method outperforms the phase retrieval with total-variation (TV) prior in terms of image quality but at the cost of larger reconstruction time. To alleviate this problem, this letter presents a second method labelled PhyTV-ZSN, which combines both the handcrafted prior TV and the deep neural network to obtain the improved reconstruction accuracy in a significantly less time. Unlike other deep learning based phase reconstruction methods, the proposed method does not need any labelled phase image data (ground truth).

The forward diffraction model can be represented as:

\[
I = \varphi(|g|^2), \quad \text{where} \quad g = f \otimes h(z, \lambda)
\]  

(1)

\(I\) is the recorded intensity image (diffraction pattern), \(\varphi\) is an operator accounting for the noise of unknown statistics, \(g\) is the complex wave-field at the sensor plane, \(f\) is the complex wave-field at the object plane and \(h\) is the depth and wavelength dependent impulse response function. \(z\) denotes the distance from the object to the sensor plane and \(\lambda\) denotes the wavelength of the light. \(|\cdot|\) denotes the amplitude part of the complex quantity \(\cdot\) and \(\otimes\) denotes the convolution operation. Under the assumption of spatial and temporal coherence, impulse response function \(h(z, \lambda)\) is calculated using the scalar-diffraction equations [23]. The problem statement is to estimate the complex object \(f\) from the measurement \(I\). Additionally, the single scattering (first Born-approximation [24]) and single depth approximations have been followed in this letter.

Zero-shot learning (ZSL) belongs to the family of transfer learning [25] where a model performs the given task on samples from classes which were never observed during the training phase. In ZSL, to facilitate this broader generalization, some additional information about these unseen classes is provided in the form of auxiliary information [26]. For example, a neural network trained to identify horses can be used to identify zebras if the auxiliary information is provided that zebras look like striped horses [25]. The proposed method uses a deep CNN trained for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) removal [27, 28], and transfers this learning to the phase retrieval problem. The proposed framework operates in the recurrent manner shown in the figure 1. The Physics fidelity block enforces the known diffraction physics and measurement model (the auxiliary information in ZSL), followed by passing the estimate through the pre-trained deep CNN for enforcing the learnt object-prior. The process is repeated until the convergence curve approaches a stationary region. The two blocks will be discussed in details below.

In physics fidelity block, the error-reduction algorithm has been adapted. The algorithm has been shown equivalent to the steepest-descent gradient search method in the literature [1]. Rigorous mathematical analysis on the convergence behaviour of this algorithm can be found in the reference [29]. The steps have been illustrated in figure 2. The object estimate is projected to the sensor plane using the impulse response function \(h(z, \lambda)\) via the point-wise multiplication in the Fourier domain, amplitude is replaced by the square-root of the measurement and finally backprojected to the object plane via the point-wise division in the Fourier domain. Unlike most of impulse response functions encountered in imaging, the \(h(z, \lambda)\) in the frequency domain \(H(z, \lambda)\) is a phase only function. And hence the backprojection using division operation in Fourier domain is possible (i.e. well-conditioned, noise is not amplified by this division). \(H(z, \lambda)\) is commonly referred as the optical transfer function (OTF). The magnitude of \(H(z, \lambda)\) is one in the supported
Fig. 4. (a) The Poisson noise corrupted diffraction pattern of the object "Cell" at $z = 1$ mm. The reconstructed phase images with (b) Angular spectrum wave propagation method. (c) Gerchberg-Saxton method (amplitude constraint). (d) Error-reduction method with TV prior applied to both amplitude and phase. (e) Phy-ZSN (proposed method 1). (f) PhyTV-ZSN (proposed method 2). (g) Ground truth. Phase values were in the range $0$ to $2\pi$ but have been scaled to the range $0$ to 255 for visualization.

Fig. 5. Convergence pattern for the reconstructions: (a) Cell at $z = 1$ mm, reconstructed with Phy-ZSN and (b) with PhyTV-ZSN. (c) Lena at $z = 0.43$ mm, reconstructed with Phy-ZSN and (d) with PhyTV-ZSN. For PhyTV-ZSN (b and d), the initial estimate is the reconstruction with TV prior.

Table 1. Quantitative assessment of reconstructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Lena</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>SSIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular spectrum Prop.</td>
<td>0.6692</td>
<td>25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerchberg-Saxton method</td>
<td>0.4438</td>
<td>20.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error-reduction with TV</td>
<td>0.9161</td>
<td>29.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phy-ZSN</td>
<td>0.9629</td>
<td>34.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhyTV-ZSN</td>
<td>0.9601</td>
<td>34.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For free space (refractive index, $n = 1$), the optical transfer function is obtained by the following equation [30]:

$$H(v) = \exp\left(jk_0z \sqrt{1 - (\lambda v_x)^2 - (\lambda v_y)^2}\right); \quad v_x^2 + v_y^2 < \frac{1}{\lambda^2}$$

$$H(v) = 0; \text{ otherwise}$$

where, $v = (v_x, v_y)$ is the frequency coordinate vector, $k_0 = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}$ is the wave-number.

In learning based object-prior block in figure 1, a deep CNN based on the U-Net and the ResNet architecture, referred as the DRUNet [27, 28] has been used. The network was trained for denoising AWGN of randomly chosen variances in the range $[0,50]$. The detailed steps for training this neural network can be found in the reference [27]. This letter uses the terminology zero-shot learning/network (ZSL/ZSN) because: (1) This trained network has not seen any image from the class considered in this letter i.e. the estimates in a phase retrieval process (figure 4b for instance is a backprojected diffraction pattern without any object prior). (2) All the simulated diffraction patterns used in this letter were corrupted with Poisson noise (not

bandwidth and zero outside. Hence, the sampling rate must be capped by this limit.
The convergence rates are different for Lena and Cell because when PhyTV-ZSN method was used, the total reconstruction work was trained with the examples of intensity values in this specific range. The output must be scaled back to the original range, by applying the inverse of previous scaling.

As compared to the handcrafted prior TV, the deep neural network has a larger computational complexity. To compare the reconstruction time, 10 iterations of error reduction algorithm with TV prior take \( \sim 1.3 \) seconds while the same number of iterations of Phy-ZSN take \( \sim 3.5 \) minutes. The testing was performed on a system with 2.20 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and 13 GB RAM. To alleviate this problem and for additional hand-crafted prior based regularization control, another method which combines the two priors (TV and deep network) in a cascaded manner has been proposed in this letter. This method has been labelled as PhyTV-ZSN and has been shown in figure 3.

For faster reconstruction than Phy-ZSN, the following two-step implementation with PhyTV-ZSN can be used:

**Step 1:** Disable the deep CNN part in PhyTV-ZSN until the iterative method converges to a stationary point. This is a solution with TV prior.

**Step 2:** Enable the CNN part in the same. The iterative method will converge to another stationary point. This is a solution with TV and deep prior.

10 iterations of PhyTV-ZSN take \( \sim 3.67 \) minutes.

Figure 4 shows the phase reconstructions with different phase retrieval methods, for comparison. The object is a HeLa cell phase image captured by an Olympus IX83 microscope using a 20x/0.4 Ph2 Objective [31] and will be referred as the "Cell" in the rest of this letter. The diffraction pattern was simulated by the forward diffraction model described earlier, with the following parameter values: pixel-pitch = 1.12 \( \mu \)m, light wavelength = 670 nm and object to sensor distance, \( z = 1 \) mm. The simulated diffraction pattern was corrupted by the Poisson noise. For figure 4d, TV prior implementation was obtained using Chambolle’s method [6] and the TV prior was applied on both the amplitude and phase separately. As the figure 4 and table 1 show, the proposed methods Phy-ZSN and PhyTV-ZSN give improved reconstruction accuracies (TV is considered one of the best hand-crafted object prior in the image processing community). The SSIM (structural similarity index) and PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) values are very low for Gerchberg-Saxon method because of the non-suppression of the noise in the reconstructed images. The convergence patterns have been shown in figure 5. In figure 5 and table 1, the results corresponding to another simulated diffraction pattern from an object "Lena" at \( z = 0.43 \) mm have also been included. For Lena, when PhyTV-ZSN method was used, the total reconstruction time reduced by a factor of 8.5, as compared to the Phy-ZSN. The convergence rates are different for Lena and Cell because of the two different \( z \) values, i.e. because of the distance dependence of the impulse response function. The Fienup's hybrid input-output algorithm can also be used in the Physics fidelity block (instead of error-reduction algorithm), former has been reported to have better convergence speed and immunity to the stagnation problem [1, 29].

In conclusion, this letter demonstrated that a deep neural network trained for the image restoration task can also be used for solving the ill-posed phase retrieval problem (from a single diffracted intensity image). This transfer of knowledge was achieved here because the laws of diffraction physics were enforced on the output of the deep neural network. The method did not require any ground truth phase imaging data in any stage. The reconstruction quality was better as compared to the reconstruction obtained with the total-variation prior. Additionally, it was concluded that the joint use of handcrafted priors, such as the TV prior and deep neural networks can facilitate a faithful estimation in much lesser time, for a recurrent physics enforced deep learning framework.
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